
DO YOUR APPOINTED PART 
Nehemiah 7:1-8 

 
 Are some people “hardwired” for leadership roles or is “being a leader” something 
anyone can do?  Another way to ask that question is “would it be possible to correlate DNA with 
character traits and natural talent?”  I saw something just recently where those who are working 
in this area think that it may be possible to come up with a picture of what a person looks like 
from analyzing and correlating DNA information.  Who would have thought that would be 
possible?   
 In Proverbs 22:6 we see a familiar verse that says “Train a child in the way he should go, 
and when he is old he will not turn from it.”  The most common interpretation of that verse is 
that we should provide children with proper guidelines, rules, and principles from their earliest 
years and these positive influences will serve them well later in life.  Another possible meaning 
of this verse is that we should be alert to the talents and leanings or bents children have and 
provide training to help develop these abilities.  If a child shows musical talent, provide training 
in that area.  If a child has skills with numbers, logic, reasoning, speaking ability, or whatever the 
tendency, then recognize these abilities and provide appropriate training in those inherent skills.  
We should not try to force a child into a mold that does not fit him or her.  That just produces 
frustration for everyone.  Which of these two interpretations should we follow?  Both!  These 
two interpretations address two different issues or needs.  The second interpretation addresses the 
question of the area in which a person might best contribute to making the world a better place 
and the first addresses the issue of how he goes about accomplishing that contribution.  These are 
NOT mutually exclusive. 
 In the next several chapters of Nehemiah, we will see how both of these questions or 
issues were addressed in the ongoing restoration of Judah.  In chapter seven, the concern is 
getting the people with the right skills or “bents” into the right positions so that the needed work 
could be effectively done.  In chapter eight the emphasis is on what the word of God teaches 
which defines the standard of how the people were to carry out their calling.  Chapter nine 
emphasizes the dependence upon God that His people need to recognize and then in chapter ten 
there is a call to a full commitment to faithful obedience.  These four concerns if properly 
addressed could form the basis for a formula or study of “how to be successful.” 
 
Faithfully Fulfilling Our Function –  7:1-3  
1 Now when the wall was rebuilt and I had set up the doors, and the gatekeepers and the singers and the Levites were 
appointed, 2 then I put Hanani my brother, and Hananiah the commander of the fortress, in charge of Jerusalem, for 
he was a faithful man and feared God more than many. 3 Then I said to them, “Do not let the gates of Jerusalem be 
opened until the sun is hot, and while they are standing guard, let them shut and bolt the doors. Also appoint guards 
from the inhabitants of Jerusalem, each at his post, and each in front of his own house.”  Nehemiah 7:1-3 (NASB95) 
 It is amazing how much can be accomplished when you have a person with leadership 
skills in charge.  In less than one year the wall that had been in shambles for a hundred years 
since the first group of Jews returned from Babylon was finished in seven and a half weeks from 
when they started to rebuild it.   
 The next thing that we see that this leader did was to delegate and engage others in the 
ongoing work of getting the city restored to being a functioning entity.  Most of the people were 
living out in the countryside in small towns and villages.  Why would so many have avoided 
living in Jerusalem?  Was it because there was no wall of protection for the city?  What kind of 
protection did they have in the small towns and villages?  This population distribution could 



have also been related to the economy of the region.  Without an infrastructure of good streets, 
services, markets, shops, etc. people would have been disadvantaged in making a living in the 
city.   
 The first jobs mentioned in this chapter were gatekeepers (literally doorkeepers), singers, 
and Levites.  Our first thought might be that these were appointed to do something in 
conjunction with the just-completed wall.  That might be reasonable for the gatekeepers but 
makes no sense for the singers and Levites.  The thing that all three had in common was that 
these job titles were all related to the temple services.  Since everyone who could help was 
engaged in rebuilding the wall, even those who had temple duties were used in that work.  The 
first order of business was to send those who were normally engaged in the worship experiences 
of the nation back to this important function.  That must be a priority for God’s people.  
 The next assignment Nehemiah made was to appoint a management team to oversee the 
administration of the city government.  He picked Hanani (Khan-aw-nee’), identified as his 
brother, and Hananiah (Khan-an-yaw’-hoo) who was in charge of the fortress or citadel which 
was the residence of the Governor of the area.  We could think of these appointments as those of 
the mayor and chief of police.  His appointments of these two were based on his knowledge of 
their character.  He could be confident that they would be able and faithful to do the job of 
providing order and leadership to the city.    
 Nehemiah then gave them some instructions concerned with safety or security and 
making sure that the wall was used to provide a safe environment for the residents of Jerusalem.  
In the hierarchy of needs, “safety and security” are first priority issues.  This is why cities of that 
time had walls and nations had borders that they controlled.  This is why we have locks on our 
doors and why we have policemen, firemen and a military.  Since such security measures had not 
been put in place, there was not a lot of progress made in the past hundred years since the initial 
return of the Jews to the area.  How perceptive of the real need was Nehemiah?   
 How does this “requirement for safety and security” impact the work and growth of the 
church?  To answer that basic question, we might first identify the makeup of the church.  If we 
say that the church is the Body of Christ and is made up of those who have been born again of 
the Spirit of God, then the most obvious security feature of these is that we are eternally secure 
in Christ.  With our security provided and the issue settled, then we can concentrate on doing the 
work of the kingdom of God for which we were saved and have been equipped to do.  
 The time for having the gates open was during the time when there was a good amount of 
light available so they could do proper inspections of who and what was being allowed into the 
city.  If the doors were opened too early, then the residence of the city might not be “out and 
about” and alert to threats which might be developing within the confines of the city wall.  All 
other times, the gates were to be locked and guards would be posted near the gates in case 
someone needed entry when it was outside of normal “open” hours.  In addition to these guards, 
those people who were already living in the city and near the wall were to be a part of a 
neighborhood watch program to be vigilant as to anything suspicious happening.   
 What can we learn about how such an operating procedure should be working in our 
churches today?  Should there be controls with regard to those who come into our churches?  We 
do not screen visitors to our churches – we don’t have a membership or guest passes that people 
have to show.  Not having such stringent limitations works well in most cases.  We’ve all heard 
of exceptions of situations where those with intentions of harming Christians come into a church 
gathering.  We do have security people assigned to be “watchful” for such possibilities.  We have 
people who patrol the class room areas to make sure that inappropriate activities are not 



happening.  We have screening procedures for those who work with children and security people 
assigned to be at the entrance to the children’s area.  While these measures address physical 
security issues, we should be ever vigilant to have everyone alert to spiritual security or false 
teaching concerns and exercise that vigilance in light of the Word of God.   
 
Positioning People in their Places – 7:4-8 
4 Now the city was large and spacious, but the people in it were few and the houses were not built. 5 Then my God 
put it into my heart to assemble the nobles, the officials and the people to be enrolled by genealogies. Then I found 
the book of the genealogy of those who came up first in which I found the following record: 6 These are the people 
of the province who came up from the captivity of the exiles whom Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon had carried 
away, and who returned to Jerusalem and Judah, each to his city, 7 who came with Zerubbabel, Jeshua, Nehemiah, 
Azariah, Raamiah, Nahamani, Mordecai, Bilshan, Mispereth, Bigvai, Nehum, Baanah. The number of men of the 
people of Israel: 8 the sons of Parosh, 2,172;   Nehemiah 7:4-8 (NASB95) 
 Here we see more details of the situation that had developed with relatively few people 
living within the boundaries of the city.  The combination of economic forces and security 
concerns had likely been the explanation of why there were a lot of empty spaces in the city.  
Now that the security issues had been addressed, Nehemiah turned to the need for people to 
occupy Jerusalem so that it could be a vibrant and growing city to provide leadership in restoring 
the nation.   
 The term “critical mass” is used in connection with how nuclear reactors work.  It starts 
with radioactive material that will react when impacted with subatomic particles.  This reaction 
then generates other such subatomic particles and starts a chain reaction that continues 
(hopefully) in a controlled manner.  If there is not enough material to keep the reaction going, 
then it just dies out.  The minimum amount needed to keep the reaction going is called the 
critical mass.  In a societal situation of a town or a church, we may see small towns that struggle 
for decades and never grow or eventually die out.  The same thing can be seen in churches.  We 
have seen churches that used to be vibrant and growing and come to the point of having so few 
people that the predicable outcome was that they would literally die out.  In order to reverse this 
stagnation, new life needs to be injected by having additional people get involved to get the 
“chain reaction” started again.   
 This was Nehemiah’s next step as he followed God’s leading in this restoration process.  
One thing that we keep seeing with Nehemiah was a consistent involvement and use of other 
people who were capable and influential.  That is the mark of a true leader.   
 Who did he involve?  The nobles, the officials, and the people were all called together.  It 
is not obvious why there was the distinction made of the three categories.  It may be just a way 
of saying that no one was excluded – the rich and the well-known, those in positions of public 
trust, and just ordinary people.  The purpose was to conduct a census and get people identified 
with their family connections.  Nehemiah started with the list of people that Zerubbabel had 
brought with him a hundred years earlier.  That accounting is repeated in the remainder of 
chapter seven.  It generally agrees with that which was recorded in Ezra’s account.   
 Family identification would have provided some information regarding the capabilities 
and skills the people of that present generation might have had.  This was the closest thing they 
had to DNA.  If your grandfather had been a merchant, then perhaps you would have the right 
personality and skills to carry on the family tradition.  Also, this would have identified those who 
had maintained “racial purity” during the intervening period from the time the Jews were taken 
into captivity until now.  The question of pollution of the racial heritage was especially important 
for those in priestly ministries.  Those of mixed background (ancestry) could not participate in 
the temple ministry and would not be eligible for support from the tithes and offerings given by 



the people.   
 The data from the census allowed Nehemiah to group the people by the towns of origin 
and the various family occupations.  The various groupings included those associated with 
leaders who came with Zerubbabel, the family or clans and the region they were from, and the 
various temple personnel.  Part of what Nehemiah was trying to do was to repopulate Jerusalem 
and he wanted it to be with citizens who knew they were Jews and appreciated the significance 
of that status.   
 Family background information could have been helpful in identifying people with 
various skills and abilities they could use in helping Judah prosper and grow as God was 
restoring and preparing them for the coming of the Messiah that would happen in approximately 
four hundred years from the time of Nehemiah and Ezra.   
 Do we see that God’s desire in this present age is to cause the church to prosper and grow 
in preparation for the Second Coming of the Messiah?  Just as God used Nehemiah to get the 
right people in the right places, God has a place and purpose for each one of us in His kingdom 
work.   
 Where do we belong?  Jesus said that He was going to prepare a place for us.  Have we 
ever thought about “what is the place that He has prepared for us (as individuals) to be?”  So 
many times we have used the passage from John 14 in funerals that we think Jesus was talking 
about a place in Heaven.  The subject of that chapter was about the church; that is, in His 
Father’s house.  God has a place prepared for us and job for us to do that fits in with His overall 
purpose of redemption.  Each of us needs to be carrying out our appointed part in that will of 
God.   
 In Nehemiah’s time people sometimes had assignments or jobs in accordance with their 
ancestry or family ties and traditions.  We clearly do not use such criteria today.  What should be 
the determining factors in the church in deciding “who does what?”  What part does natural 
talent or a person’s innate ability have in making such ministry appointments in our churches?  
Would we want someone singing a solo who lacked the vocal quality or music training to do a 
job that would be pleasing?  What other factors should go into making such decisions with 
regard to matching people to ministry roles?  The most important consideration is directly related 
to how God has equipped each one of us with spiritual gifts that are needed to carry out the work 
of the kingdom of God.   
 The concern in chapter seven is with getting the right people with the right skills or 
“bents” into the right positions so that the needed work could be effectively done.  I would think 
this need is still important in the church today.  The question each of us needs to be asking is 
“am I in the right place, doing the appropriate ministry for which God has saved me and 
equipped me?”  If we can’t answer that question in the affirmative, then we have just identified a 
prayer need in our lives.   


